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ABSTRACT

Automatic dialogue systems used in call�centers� for in�
stance� should be able to determine in a critical phase of
the dialogue � indicated by the costumers vocal expression
of anger�irritation � when it is better to pass over to a hu�
man operator� At a �rst glance� this seems not to be a com�
plicated task� It is reported in the literature that emotions
can be told apart quite reliably on the basis of prosodic fea�
tures� However� these results are most of the time achieved
in a laboratory setting� with experienced speakers �actors��
and with elicited� controlled speech� We report classi�ca�
tion results obtained within di	erent experimental settings
for the two�class�problem 
neutral vs� anger� using a vector
of prosodic features and discuss the impact of single fea�
tures on the classi�cation rate� Recognition rates for these
settings are best for a speaker�speci�c classi�er �one expe�
rienced speaker� acting�� worse for a speaker�independent
classi�er �several less experienced speakers� reading�� and
even worse for a speaker�independent classi�er with naive
subjects performing the task of appointment scheduling in
a Wizard�of�Oz�scenario where a malfunctioning system
is simulated in order to evoke anger� The �rst situation
mirrors most of the settings reported in the literature� the
third is closest to the 
real�life��task� It thus turns out that
prosody alone is not reliable as an indicator of the speakers
emotional state the closer we get to a realistic scenario� As
a consequence� the prosodic classi�er was combined with
other knowledge sources in the moduleMonitoring Of User
State �especially of � Emotion �MoUSE��

�� INTRODUCTION

The potential market for automatic dialogue systems� used
in call centers� for instance� is growing rapidly� the quality
of such systems� however� is so far not satisfying in terms
of recognition accuracy� felicity of communication� etc� A
fully automatic dialogue system� which does not provide
the possibility to switch over to a human agent� may there�
fore not yet be desirable� Thus� one should concentrate on
the �rst phases in a dialogue� greeting� exploration� nar�
rowing down of possible topics� and furthermore provide
means to hand over to a human operator� Current systems
do focus on these phases� yet they are not very comfortable
to use� 
If you want to xxx� then press�say � if you want to
yyy� then press�say ��� With more sophisticated automatic
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dialogue systems� this could be carried out more comfort�
ably� Still� it is desirable to extend this phase as long as
possible� before the call is passed over to a human opera�
tor� for easier tasks� it might even be possible to perform
the whole task automatically� This means� however� that
there is no pre�de�ned step in the communication where
it is passed over to the human operator� but that the sys�
tem itself should be able to de�ne it automatically� This
decision is touchy� The longer the communication is per�
formed automatically with a pleased user�costumer� the
cheaper it is� if the user becomes annoyed and irritated�
however� such that he or she breaks o	 the communication
�hangs up�� the costs are fatal � one more costumer gone�
It is therefore desirable to be able to �nd the beginning of
the critical phase in the dialogue well before the point of
no return�

At a �rst glance� it seems easy to �nd such a critical phase�
There is an overwhelming amount of literature on emo�
tions where it is shown that� for instance� anger can be
found quite easily in the vocal expressions� and that cul�
tural di	erences are not that decisive as one could imagine�
At a second glance� however� if one wants to implement
these �ndings in real systems� this task is getting more and
more complicated� In this paper� we want to shed some
light on these complications� illustrated with our own work
within the VERBMOBIL project in the years ��� � �����
This system aims at automatic translation in a machine�
mediated human�to�human�communication �appointment
scheduling dialogues�� Note that in such a system� emo�
tion does not play such a crucial role because normally�
humans do understand each other and do not blame the
partner if the system does not translate correctly� Thus�
the recognition of emotion is not fully integrated in the
VERBMOBIL system but can be switched on for demon�
stration purposes� We will continue our work on the recog�
nition of emotion in the SmartKom project which will run
until ����� in this project� mimic will be recorded as well
and used as a further knowledge source�

�� RESEARCH APPROACHES

For the training of statistical classi�ers� large training
databases are needed� These databases should meet the
requirements of the prospective task as closely as possible�
and this is� alas� almost impossible in our case� In order to
explain this situation� we �rst want to sketch and cluster
studies on vocal emotion conducted so far�



���� Basic Research� the Actors

A good overview is given by ���� cf� as well ��� More
recent studies show that matters have not changed �� ���
��� reports on �� studies� eleven of them are based on
real life data ��ve of them on radio telephony with pilots
in immediate danger �fear�� four on patients in a thera�
peutic setting �mostly depression� sorrow�� one on a life
report on the 
Hindenburg� catastrophe� and one 
exotic�
on utterances of a teacher in a class room setting �natural
vocal expression�� Eight studies are based on experimental
settings� that is� subjects were asked to imagine unpleas�
ant situations� etc� �induced vocal expression�� Most of
the studies ��� use simulated vocal expressions� and in
� studies� acoustic features were manipulated in order
to evoke di	erent reactions of experimental subjects �re�
synthesized vocal expressions�� The classic experimental
design for emotion studies in the laboratory is thus the fol�
lowing� Experienced speakers act 
as if� they were in a spe�
ci�c state of arousal� as if they were glad� angry� sad� etc�
In order to keep other things equal� the same carrier sen�
tence and test items are used� �This experimental setting
can be compared to those used in phonetic�phonological
experiments� cf� ����� For such experiments� generally a
rather good performance is reported� Subjects can �nd
the intended emotions with a high reliability� automatic
classi�ers yield high recognition rates�

���� Applied Research� the Wizards

Typically� applied research in the laboratory uses the
Wizard�of�Oz �WOZ� scenario ���� The subjects are
hopefully 
naive� and suppose that they are communicat�
ing with a real computer� Such a WOZ scenario seems
to be a good compromise between the availability of data
and a realistic setting� Still� it is 
as if� again since even if
the subjects do believe that they are communicating with
a real computer� they just pretend to need some informa�
tion� normally� they are very co�operative� and that means
that it is rather di�cult to make them really angry� At
least� one can never be sure that they would behave the
same way in a real life task�

���� Real life� Human Beings

The target of all these endeavors is� of course� modelling
the speech of a 
normal� human being in a real life setting�
For this task� we are faced with two basic problems� First�
because of the di�culties to monitor and record such 
real
life� settings� most of the time� we have to do with surro�
gates� i�e� with experimental subjects performing an 
as if�
task� Second� our targets are moving� If we switch over to
an � even only slightly � di	erent application� some of the
pivotal factors �task� age or social state of the users� etc��
might have changed� This in turn can in�uence the linguis�
tic and emotional behavior of the user to a large extent�
Note that di	erent varieties of a language are a problem
for word recognition as well� the di	erence is� however�
that such varieties are basically known even if they cannot
be modelled in the right way� For the emotional behavior
of 
naive� users in a real life setting� we do not know the
range of variation at all�

�� DATABASES

In a �rst step� data were collected from a single� expe�
rienced acting person� These data comprise ��� 
neu�

tral� turns produced within the VERBMOBIL scenario that
were collected for reasons independent of the aims of this
study� and �� turns in which the speaker was asked to
imagine situations in which the VERBMOBIL system was
malfunctioning and in which he was getting angry� for in�
stance� Das ist doch unglaublich� �That�s really unbeliev�
able�� These data are referred to as actor data�

In a second step� data were elicited from � more or less

naive� subjects who read �� neutral and �� emotional sen�
tences each �the emotional sentences were a subset of the
emotional utterances produced in the actor scenario��
These data are referred to as read data�

In a third� more elaborate� step� a WOZ scenario was de�
signed to provoke reactions to probable system malfunc�
tions and to control the speakers changes in attitude to�
wards the system� i�e� their emotional behavior� over time�
controllability is achieved by a �xed schema according to
which the simulated systems output is produced� thus� re�
current phases are de�ned which are completely indepen�
dent of the speakers utterances and which are repeated sev�
eral times throughout the dialogues such that the speakers
reactions to the same system output can be compared over
time� The speakers are thus confronted with a �xed pat�
tern of messages of failed understanding� misunderstand�
ing� generation errors� and rejections of proposals� which
recur in a �xed order� The impression the users have
during the interaction is that of communicating with a
malfunctioning automatic speech processing system� The
changes in linguistic behavior� supported by results from
a questionnaire speakers �ll out after the recording� are
interpreted as changes in speakers attitude towards the
system� i�e� as increasing anger�

Data used for the experiments reported in this paper are
�� dialogues ����� turns�� yet recording� transcription� and
annotation continue� The goal is to record about �� dia�
logues of approximately �� minutes length each� All of the
dialogues involved have been or will be annotated accord�
ing to lexical� conversational� and prosodic peculiarities in
the same way ���� The following examples from a dialogue
show how the speakers linguistic behavior di	ers in reac�
tion to the same system utterance which is in both cases
completely irrelevant regarding the speakers previous ut�
terance� while in the �rst occurrence the speaker reacts
cooperatively and reformulates his proposal� he insults the
system the second time after some interaction with the
system and simply repeats his previous proposal� Further�
more� in the �rst reaction� no lexical and prosodic pecu�
liarities are found� and the conversational behavior can be
classi�ed as 
using meta�language�� i�e� cooperative con�
versational behavior� this has been annotated as �����
at the beginning of the turn� In contrast� in the later re�
action to the systems utterance� the speaker uses a swear
word� which is marked as lexical peculiarity� he insults the
system� which is marked as a conversational irregularity�
and by means of several prosodic peculiarities� such as very
clear articulation ���� and pauses between the words �����
the annotation at the beginning of the turn thus shows
�	
�� where the zero holds for all those words in the
turn which are not prosodically marked otherwise�

WoZ� ein Termin um vier Uhr morgens ist nicht m�oglich�
�an appointment at four am in the morning is not possible�
user� ����� brauchen wir auch nicht weil wir haben Zeit
von acht bis vierzehn Uhr� �that�s not necessary since we
have time from eight am to � pm�



������������
WoZ� ein Termin um vier Uhr morgens ist nicht m�oglich�
�an appointment at four am in the morning is not possible�
user� �	
�� deshalb machen wir ihn ja auch um acht
du Schnarchsack ��� f�unfter �� Januar �� acht �� bis ��
zehn ��� �that�s why we make it at eight� you snore�bag�
	fth of January� eight to ten��

�� PROSODIC CLASSIFICATION

In our experiments� we classify utterances as 
emotional�
�class E�� i�e�� anger� and as 
neutral� �class � E�� 
Emo�
tional� turns are given trivially in the actor and read
scenarios� For the WOZ data� we label all those turns as

emotional� that are annotated with one or more prosodic
peculiarities� �This is of course a sort of heuristic oper�
ationalization and not necessarily the best way to de�ne

emotional� in the intended application� we will come back
to this point below�� For classi�cation� we normally use
Multi�Layer�Perceptrons �MLP�� trained with di	erent
topologies using r�prop as training algorithm� A prosodic
feature vector is used as input vector of the MLPs� The
databases are divided into training� validation and test
sets� these experiments will be described elsewhere� In
this paper� we mainly report results for two other statis�
tic procedures� First� for a Linear Discriminant analy�
sis �LDA�� and second� for Cart and Regression Trees
�CRT�� The reason is that for these procedures� built�in
cross�classi�cation �leave�one�out� and feature evaluation
can be computed which is not impossible� but very time�
consuming� for MLPs� Furthermore� it turned out that
for such relatively small training data� results can change
drastically if the one or the other �unseen� test sample
is used� Results for leave�one�out procedures where all
speakers are seen are much more stable and thus much
more suitable for interpretation� We classify the whole
samples� equal probability for the two classes is assumed�
In the LDA� each case is classi�ed based on all other cases�
In the CRT� the sample is divided into � subsamples and
each is classi�ed based on the other nine� maximum tree
depth is set to �ve� We run experiments as well which
will be described elsewhere with prosodic and other lin�
guistic features that are computed for each word in an
utterance� Here we will mainly deal with global acoustic�
prosodic features that are computed for the whole utter�
ance� One of the reasons to calculate such global features
is that emotions like anger will modify prosodic properties
within a whole utterance� so it is important to use fea�
tures which model variations of prosodic properties in a
global way� Word�based features model only local varia�
tions of the prosodic properties� so probably they are not
really quali�ed for the classi�cation of anger versus neu�
tral� On the other hand� they could be better suited if peo�
ple do not change their speaking style globally but only at
certain �pivotal� words� We report results obtained with
the following �� prosodic features that model logarithmic
F�� energy and durational aspects� note that these fea�
tures are based only on acoustic information and use no
segmental�word�based information whatsoever�

EnRegCoe�� regression coe�cient for short�term�
energy� EnMseReg� mean square error for regression
coe�cient for short�term�energy� EnEneAbs� short�
term�energy� EnMinPos� position of short�term�energy
minimum on time axis� EnMaxPos� position of short�
term�energy maximum on time axis� EnMax� short�
term�energy maximum� EnMean� mean of short�term�

energy� F�RegCoe�� regression coe�cient for F��
F�MseReg� mean square error for regression coe�cient
for F�� F�Max� F� maximum� F�Min� F� minimum�
F�Mean� F� mean� F�On� F� onset �for �rst voiced
frame in signal�� F�O�� F� o	set �for last voiced frame
in signal�� F�MinPos� position of F� minimum on time
axis� F�MaxPos� position of F� maximum on time axis�
StandDevF�� standard deviation of F�� ��Voiced�
number of voiced regions �� � frames�� ��Voiced� num�
ber of unvoiced regions �� � frames�� Dur�Voiced� num�
ber of voiced frames� Dur�Voiced� number of unvoiced
frames� DurMax�Voiced� length of longest voiced re�
gion� DurMax�Voiced� length of longest unvoiced re�
gion� RelNum���Voiced� ratio of number of voiced and
unvoiced frames� RelDur���Voiced� ratio of length of
voiced and unvoiced regions� RelDur�Voiced�Sig� ra�
tio of number of voiced frames and number of all frames�
RelDur�Voiced�Sig� ratio of number of unvoiced frames
and number of all frames�

In Table � we display the overall percentage of correctly
classi�ed cases� For the purely acoustic features described
above ��nd and �nd column� it can be seen that both for
LDA and CRT� performance goes down from actor to
read to WOZ� Note that here we are not interested in
optimizing classi�cation� which is better if more and other
information is used� cf� column 
acoust� � seg�� for ex�
periments which use segmental�word�based information in
addition for normalization� Due to lack of space� these re�
sults will be discussed in more detail elsewhere� Here� we
are mostly interested in the di	erence between the three
experimental settings� The last column shows MLP results
for learn �� test� i�e� unseen speakers for read and WOZ�
This column does not display the same systematic trend�
most certainly due to strong speaker�idiosyncrasies in the
test samples�

cross�classi�ed l �� t
features acoust� acoust� � seg� acoust�

LDA CRT LDA CRT MLP

actor �� � �� � ��
read �� �� �� �� ��
woz �� �� � �� ��

Table �	 Overall percentage of correctly classi�ed cases

Table � displays those features for the three di	erent ex�
periments which correlate to a considerable extent with
the standardized canonical discriminant function in the
LDA� Note that these values do not necessarily charac�
terize the contribution of the variable in the multivariate
classi�cation task� but they give a good impression which
features are used by the speakers to mark emotion� We see
that for the actor� most important isDurMax�Voiced�
i�e�� this speaker triggers emotion mostly via duration by
lengthening an important key�word in the utterance� He
does not use more but even less energy for the marking of
emotion� in contrast to the speakers of the read scenario
which trigger emotion mostly via energy �EnMax and
EnMean�� Obviously �and trivially� variability increases
from actor to read to WOZ where much more features
are used and where prosodic marking is not con�ned to one
feature class� This variablity mirrors the speaker�speci�c
use of features and is responsible for the lower recognition
rates� �The CRT display similar pictures getting more
complex from actor �� nodes� to read ��� nodes� to
WOZ ��� nodes���



feature actor read Woz

EnRegCoe	 ���
EnMseReg ��� �
�
EnEneAbs ��� ��
EnMinPos ���
EnMaxPos ���� ���
EnMax ���� ��
 ���
EnMean ���� �� ��
F�RegCoe	
F�MseReg ���
F�Max ��
F�Min ��� ��
�
F�Mean
F�On
F�O	 ���
F�MinPos ��
F�MaxPos ���
StandDevF�
��Voiced ���
��Voiced ���
Dur�Voiced ���� ��

Dur�Voiced ���
DurMax�Voiced ��� ���� ���
DurMax�Voiced
RelNum���Voiced ���
RelDur���Voiced ��� ����
RelDur�Voiced�Sig ���� ����
RelDur�Voiced�Sig ��� ���

Table 	 LDA� correlation � j���j between characteriz�
ing features and discriminant function for class E� posi�
tive value means� higher�longer�more than for � E� values
� j���j are emphasized�

�� WHERE HAVE ALL THE
EMOTIONS GONE�

To conclude� good experimental results could be achieved
for the actor scenario which mirrors most of the settings
reported in the literature� for the read data results were
worse� the di	erence can be traced back to speaker idiosyn�
crasies and to the fact that speakers were less experienced�
For the WOZ data� which is closest to the 
real�life��task�
classi�cation results were even less convincing� We are
thus faced with a well�known problem� The closer we get
to the constellation we want to model �dialogue between
automatic systems and 
naive� users�costumers�� the worse
our recognition rates will be� The dilemma for our perspec�
tive is thus that the closer we get to real life applications�
the less visible is emotion� Reasons for the observation
that speakers use prosody less in the WOZ data may be
�rstly that actors display emotions overtly because they
have been asked to do so �actor scenario�� This needs
not be the case for normal speakers� A second reason for
the di	erent results may be that in read speech �read
scenario�� to use prosody is the only strategy available�
i�e� the only cue that can be varied� In theWOZ scenario
speakers are not restricted to the use of prosody alone but
can choose among a number of di	erent strategies avail�
able� Thus� speakers in the communication with arti�cial
communication partners� unlike in the actor and read
situations� do not necessarily signal their emotions overtly�
and they may use di	erent communicative strategies be�
sides the use of prosody� Thus we distinguish between
two classes of strategies� on the one hand those which are
rather context�independent� such as the use of prosody�
mimic� or lexical features� in particular swear words� on the

other those which are context�dependent� that is� which
are constituted only within a sequence of turns� such as the
use of repetitions� The context�dependency of these strate�
gies is already indicated by the pre�x re� in re�formulation
and repetition�

That repetitions� for instance� are indeed an indicator for
changing speaker attitude is supported by the fact that in
our WOZ dialogues they occur only in later phases� for
example� the likelihood that a speaker reacts by means
of a repetition to a misunderstanding by the system in�
creases from � when this utterance occurs for the �rst
time to �� when it is uttered a third time towards the
end of the dialogue� Similarly� if the system produces a
sequence of incomprehensible utterances� the probability
that the speakers will only repeat their utterances will in�
crease by �ve times when it occurs for the �fth time than
when speakers are confronted with it for the �rst or even
the second time� Table � shows the overall distribution
of such repetitions which occur after misunderstandings
etc� throughout the dialogues� Furthermore� ��� �� �� have
shown for local error resolution strategies such as repeti�
tions that they display a large number of prosodic pecu�
liarities� in our data� repetitions co�occur with prosodic
peculiarities in �� of the cases� Note that users are
free to choose among di	erent strategies� In our data�
there seem to be users that prefer repetitions while other
users seem to prefer re�formulations after misunderstand�
ings� The correlation between number of occurrences for
these two strategies is negative ������� level of signi�cance�
������ In contrast� the use of metalanguage �speaking aside
etc��� for instance� is not correlated with either repetition
���� level of sign� ����� or re�formulation ������ level of
sign� �����

phase in dialogue �  � � � �
� of occurrences � �� �� �� �� ��

Table �	 Occurrence of repetitions given per phase in the
WOZ scenario� across all speakers

We can conclude that our search for �prosodic� indicators
of emotions has to be replaced by a search for any indicator
of trouble in communication� This means that we have
to combine the prosodic classi�er� and� if available� a clas�
si�er of mimic� with other knowledge sources� such as the
modelling of dialogue act sequences� the recognition of rep�
etitions� key word spotting �swear words�� and the recog�
nition of out�of�domain sequences �meta�communication�
speaking aside�� In the next section� we will sketch such a
model and present some preliminary results�

	� MONITORING OF USER STATE

Figure  gives a rough outline of our moduleMonitoring of
User State �especially of� Emotion MoUSE� In the com�
munication of the system with the user� the user behav�
ior is supposed to mirror the state of the communication�
If there are no problems �felicitous communication� or if
there are only minor problems �slight misunderstandings�
which can be solved� the user behaves neutral and is not
engaged emotionally� If� however� there are severe recur�
rent misunderstandings �error 
spirals�� cf� ����� that is� if
there is trouble in communication� then the user be�
havior changes accordingly� it is marked� overt signalling
of emotions � changes in prosody� mimic� etc� � and partic�
ular� context�dependent strategies� i�e� di	erent strategies
to �nd ways out of these error spirals� can be observed� If
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Figure �	 MoUSE� General Outline

there is such trouble� our module MoUSE should trigger
an action� for instance� by initiating a clari�cation dia�
logue� cf� �gure �� In such a case� the communication will
recover gracefully� If� however� no action is taken� chances
are that the user becomes more and more frustrated� and
sooner or later he will break o	 the communication �dead
end� point of no return��

	��� A Sketch of the Architecture

In �gure �� the architecture ofMoUSE is sketched in more
detail� The components that are already implemented are
highlighted� Starting point has to be a user independent
training based on data that are as close to the intended
application as possible� For training of the 
normal� mod�
ules other than MoUSE in an automatic dialogue system�
such as word recognition� 
neutral� and 
emotional� data
are processed together� for the training of the classi�er of
emotionality� two separate classes have to be trained� For
the actual use of this module� it is advantageous to use a
clearly de�ned neutral phase for adaptation of the system�
For each of the pertaining phenomena that can be found� a
separate classi�er is used whose output is a probability rat�
ing� All probabilities are weighted and result in one single
probability that triggers an action if it is above a certain
value� This value has to be adjusted to the special needs
of the application� for instance� whether one wants to get a
high recall or a high precision� or whether both should be
balanced� �If the costs of failing to recognize emotions are
high � for instance� if important costumers will be lost �
recall should be high� even if there are many false alarms
and by that� precision is low�� Retraining and a di	er�
ent weighting of classi�er results may also be necessary
for adaptation to di	erent scenarios� The action invoked
can at least be one of the three possibilities� Easiest is
probably to return to a very restricted� system�guided
dialogue� a clari�cation dialogue needs more sophisti�
cation� to hand over to a human operator means to
cut o	 automatic processing but� of course� it is the most
secure strategy to yield graceful recovery of the communi�
cation and thus a neutral behavior of a content user�

The classi�er for prosody is described in section �� the
one for repetitions�re�formulations in section ���� The
other classi�ers are not yet implemented� we plan to com�
bine all available knowledge sources in an integrated A�
search� cf� ��� ��� Eventually� it should be able to model
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dialogue act sequences,

(mimic)...,

user independent training user adaptive training
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Figure 	 MoUSE� A Sketch of the Architecture

repetitions and re�formulations along the same lines as di�
alogue act sequences	 In VERBMOBIL� a dialogue act

SYSTEM NOT UNDERSTANDING� was introduced for
the evaluation of the end�to�end�system� As there is not
enough material yet with this sort of dialogue act we could
not model it within our dialogue act recognizer� Such a
recognizer uses � amongst other � a language model �LM�
that is trained with n�grams characterizing speci�c dia�
logue acts� and with dialogue act sequences� As a 
SYS�
TEM NOT UNDERSTANDING� dialogue act may con�
tain speci�c words� it should be recognized with such an
LM� Repetitions and re�formulations are so to speak 
out�
of�sequence� if one compares them with typical dialogue
act sequences in a felicitous communication� cf� ����

In situations where mimic can be recorded� it might be
even a better indicator of emotion than speech� We do not
know yet of any approach that combines the output of a
mimic and a speech analyzer for an 
emotion recognition
system�� The development of such a module is planned
in the SmartKom project which will run until ����� in
SmartKom� the mimic of a user can be recorded at least
in one scenario �public cell�� As for word recognition�
in ��� p� ���� it is reported� !The probability of experienc�
ing a word recognition failure after a correct recognition
was � � but immediately after an incorrect recognition
it was �� � ���� times greater�" This is most certainly a
problem of the training database� if such 
deviant� produc�
tions were not recorded for the training database� i�e�� if
such productions are unseen to the recognizer� then perfor�
mance can go down� We could not replicate these �ndings
with a preliminary check �comparison of the density of the
Word Hypotheses Graph�� The reason might be that our
training database comprises enough production from dif�
ferent speaking styles� and that within thisWOZ setting�
users did not behave very di	erently� i�e�� did not show a
lot of overt emotions� If� however� recognizer performance
really goes down� it might be a good strategy to compute
either � as a rather primitive feature � the density of the
Word Hypotheses Graph� or a con�dence measure� This
parameter can be passed on along the same way as the
other parameters�



A general problem of this approach � as well as of any other
� is that we still do not have a clear�cut reference� we still
do not know exactly which phase of the dialogue showing
marked behavior of the user should be taken as an indi�
cator for MoUSE to trigger an action� So we need more
and larger databases which are either manually annotated
with 
deviant�marked� user behavior� or even better� which
are taken from 
real life� communication where a 
crashed�
communication can be determined by objective means� for
instance� if users really did hang up the receiver�

	��� Preliminary Results

Di	erent user strategies as repetitions and re�formulations
need a specialized procedure to detect trouble in com�

munication� If there is a problem� the speaker repeats his
attempt� this will lead to the same or a similar dialogue
act� To detect a repetition� it is necessary to compare the
content of the original and of the repeated utterance� In
our domain� the main concept of every utterance is the
date suggested� The �rst idea now is to compare both
dates� We therefore annotated the concept of each ut�
terance in a feature�value list and then compared these
concepts� The leading thought is of course to determine
the concept by an automatic procedure as described in ����
For each pair of user utterances� we check if both concepts
denote the same day and � when given � the same time�
If this applies� the second utterance is assumed to express
the same content as the �rst one� Implementing this rule
we got the results shown in Table �� for prosodic classi�
�cation� the MLP is used� � dialogues served as train�
ing and �ve as test sample� In column 
rep�� only those
utterances were considered where the content of the for�
mer utterance is repeated somehow� i�e�� not necessarily
with identical wording� Given a perfect word and con�
cept recognition �cheating�� about ��� of all these content
repetitions are detected� Column 
consp�� takes all con�
versationally conspicuous utterances into account that are
annotated with a label� �� The integration of dialogue act
prediction must be postponed because there is not enough
training material for a meaningful predictor yet� So the
results must be worse due to a greater universe� Column

pros�� displays the results for the prosodic classi�er� col�
umn 
comb�� �nally shows the results of the combined
prosodic�conversational classi�er� An utterance is marked
as indicating trouble in communication if at least one
of the two classi�ers gives a positive answer� It can be
seen that for this combined prosodic�conversational clas�
si�er� recall is much better than for the other columns� in
addition� precision is better for 
comb�� than for 
pros���
and this result is more realistic because not only prosodic
marking� but marked user behavior in general is taken into
account�


� CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper� we have looked at the ways� actors� speakers
reading prefabricated emotional utterances� and speakers
in Wizard�of�Oz experiments behave prosodically and lin�
guistically� In accordance with the results from the liter�
ature� classi�cation results for the emotionality displayed
by an actor was good� while for the speakers in a more
realistic Wizard�of�Oz scenario prosody has been found to
be not su�cient as an indicator� This di	erence was ex�
plained by the fact that actors are supposed to display
their emotions� while speakers in real life settings may not
do so� and because natural dialogues allow the expression

of anger in di	erent ways� therefore� those other means
which speakers employ during the dialogues� for instance�
the use of repetitions� were taken as further knowledge
sources� The solution is thus to re�target our attempts and
to look for all kinds of indicators of trouble in communica�
tion� The model resulting was implemented in parts in the
module MoUSE� Preliminary results are presented which
show that MoUSE indeed models marked user behavior
better than the prosodic classi�er alone�

constellation rep� consp� pros� comb�

� E correct �� �� ��� ���
� E missed � � �� �
� E false alarms � � � ��
� � E correct ��� ��� �� ��
E Recall �� �� �� �� 
E Precision �� �� �� �� 

Table �	 Classi�cation results for di	erent constellations
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